
Putting the recent decline in pledges in context: 20-year 
history of Cedar Lane Pledge Base
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• Pledge units declined from more than 650 in early 
2000s to about 525 by 2010

• Total income pledged nonetheless increased over 
the same period from $750,000 in 2000 to $875,000 
by 2010 because average pledge increased

• From 2010 to 2016:  pledge units more or less 
stabilized at roughly 520

• Pledge income has wavered between $850,000 and 
$910,000

• But expenses continued to grow, so deficits emerged

• Pledge units declined from about 520 in 2016 to 
about 470 by 2018

• Currently only 375 pledges for 2019
• Combined Campaign committee expects only about 

420 total to ultimately pledge (or contribute if not 
pledger), for income of about $850,000 in 2019

• Still below 2018 pledge # and pledge income

• Sizable shortfall from $935,000 pledge income 
assumed in the budget

# pledge units, and total amount pledged per year 



Cedar Lane’s pledge history:  considerable turn-over in the 
pledge base

• Overall decline in pledge units over time 
understates the considerable “churning” of 
the pledge base every few years

• Compare pledge units over time:  did they 
pledge 2 or 3 years later?

• Chart shows 3-year changes from 2000 
through 2012, and then 2-year changes 
from 2012 to 2014 (estimated), from 2014 
to2016, and from 2016 to 2018

• Number of pledge units “lost” in most 
recent 2-year period (-126) is sizable, but 
does not seem that outsized compared to 
earlier 2000s

• Gain in new pledges has not been enough 
to offset loss in pledges

• More positive outcome in 2014-2016:  net 
increase in pledge units (new pledges more 
than offset loss of pledges)
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Looking more closely at pledge base changes from 2014 to 
2016, and 2016-2018

pledge 
units

change in 
pledge amount

2014  to 2016: lost -58 -$67,245

new 80 $56,642
net from change pledge 
units 22 -$10,603

net from consistent pledgers 441 $73,281 9.30%

2016  to 2018: lost -126 -$122,209

new 74 $69,588
net from change pledge 
units -52 -$52,621

net from consistent pledgers 395 $65,354 8.30%

• 2014 to 2016:   # of new pledges more 
than offset “lost” pledges

• But “lost” pledges had pledged more, 
so on net, loss in pledge income of 
about $10,600 from these two 
components

• 441 consistent pledgers (pledged both 
2014 and 2016) increased their pledges 
on average by more than 9% so overall, 
pledge income increased

• From 2016 to 2018:  new pledges 
were 74, but “lost” pledges were 126 
for a net decline of 52

• New pledgers pledged almost $70,000
• But “lost” pledges had pledged about 

$122,200 in 2016, so overall loss in 
pledge income from these offsetting 
changes of about $53,000

• 395 Consistent pledgers (both 2016 and 
2018):  increased their pledges on 
average by more than 8% so overall 
pledge income increased only slightly



What do we know about “lost” pledges since 2014?

Lost Pledge Units:  2014 to 2016, and 2016 to 
2018

Membership Category

Total
Active 

Members
Inactive 

Members Friends Other
2014 to 2016: -58 -10 -27 -7 -14
average yrs at CL 21 12.5 22.5

Total Pledged in 2014 $67,245 $9,000 $21,750 $26,960 $9,535

2016 to 2018 -126 -56 -45 -20 -5
average yrs at CL 22 15 29

Total Pledged in 2016 $122,209 $56,070 $53,870 $9,580 $2,689

Pledge in 2019 10 8 1 1

$8,200 $4,800

• 2014 to 2016:  58 pledge units dropped out
• 10 are still listed as “Active Members”

• Have been at CL on average 12.5 years  (overall 
average for CL ~20 years)

• Pledged $9,000 total in 2014
• 27 are listed as “inactive”

• Likely a bit older:  on average at CL 22.5 years
• Total $21,750 pledge in 2014

• 7 are “friends” and 14 “other” categories
• together contributed about $35,000 in pledge

• 2 returned to pledging in 2018; total $200
• 2016 to 2018:  126 pledge units dropped out

• 56 listed as “Active Members”
• On average at CL 15 years
• Pledged total $56,000 in 2016

• Sizable 45 identified as “inactive”
• Likely older:  on average at CL 29 years
• Pledged $53,870 in total

• 25 Friends and other,
• Together about $12,300 in pledge

• 10 “non-pledgers” in 2018 have nonetheless 
pledged for 2019:  total $8,2000



Key take-aways?
• Roughly 400 consistent pledgers from 2014 to present have responded on 

average with considerable generosity over past 5 years 
• However, only 311 have pledged so far for 2019

• Only some of remainder are on Combined Campaign’s list expected pledge
• Rest could fall into next set of “lost pledges”

• New members are joining and pledging, and are pledging at nontrivial 
amounts

• But their contributions continue to be more than offset by lost pledges 
• Lost pledges seem to include older members, but also sizable number of 

pledgers that are probably not older
• On average at CL for 12-15 years?

• Even with new members joining, “new normal” over at least the near term 
may be a pledge base of closer to 425 pledge units than 525
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